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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0708189A1] A process for the regulation of thread tension, esp. for weft or warp threads in a loom, entails calculation of a control curve
from comparison of actual measured tension data per weft insertion with at least one reference value for tension, calculation of another control curve
from at least one further comparison of actual with reference values, control of an adjustment element from one of the control curves and systematic
adjustment of the amplitude and phase of the control curve w.r.t. the angle of rotation of the main shaft so to compensate for the deviation between
actual and theoretical values of thread tension and to limit the maximum tension. Also claimed is a loom which uses the process and is connected
control appts. by signal transfer means so that the sequence of thread tension is controlled in accordance with the weaving procedure. Pref. the
actual valves are measured periodically at times chosen at will and the amplitude and the phase are alternately adjusted, i.e. the amplitude is held
constant and the phase adjusted between two preselected values then the phase is held constant and the amplitude similarly adjusted. The control
curve is calculated in accordance with the main shaft rotation angle and incubating at least one adjustment value or signal occurring in the thread
travel selected from the following group: adjusting element position, analysis of thread breaks, tendency of the warp threads to cling, the striking
force of the reed, shed geometry, weft traverse time, as well as combinations of these. The control curve becomes the reference for at least one weft
insertion, for a period or continually. The adjustment values together with the control curve data are entered in a storage medium and periodically,
esp. for each weft insertion, updated. The control equipment contains a conventional,
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